
Figure 1: Detection thresholdst� as a function of background model intensity B at various significances� (99%: red; 95%:
blue; 90%: green). At any given background, the curves represent the number of counts that must be observed in order to claim a
significant detection. Thus, they represent the rate of false positives, or the Type I error. The stepped nature of the thresholds is due
to the discreteness of the observable counts.
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Figure 2: Detection probability� as a function of source model intensity S for various background contaminations B = 2::16
(blue curves, with lighter shades representing larger backgrounds), calculated for a detection threshold of� = 0:05 (seeFigure 1).
For each of the curves, the abscissa represents the upper limit U2(�) at some probability of not detecting a source (the Type II error).
Two nominal values of the upper limits,U2(0:5) andU2(0:95), are marked on each curve with solid vertical red lines and arrows
pointing towards the probability at which a source of that intensity will be detected.

NOTATION� In Bayesian analysis, it is customary to denote the probability density function of variablex,
conditional on another variabley, asp(xjy). The probability of a hypothesisH, generally a
single number, is denoted as Pr(H).� Typically, model parameters are represented with Greek letters and data quantities are repre-
sented by Roman letters:�S;�B: intrinsic source and background intensities
nS;nB: counts in the source and background regionsT : a test statistic used in source detection, assumed to be stochastically increasing with�S

t�: a detection threshold which determines whether a source isdetected�;�: probability or significance threshold values� In addition, to avoid notational confusion when a source is not detected, we use S: the unknown intensity of a source B: the known intensity of a background contaminating the source regionU : the upper limit

CONFIDENCE INTERVAL� The Confidence Interval gives values of parameter� that are plausible given the observed
data,D. Describes the range of values of� with propensity to generate the observed dataD
at a specified probability level�: f� : D 2 I(�)g ;
where Pr(D 2 I(�)j�) � �.� A Frequency confidence interval has a chance of at least� of covering the true value of�.� Note that confidence intervals are not designed to representexperimental uncertainty.

When a known source is undetected at some statistical significance during an observation, it is customary to state the upper limit
on its intensity. This limit is taken to mean the largest intrinsic intensity that the source can have and yet have a given probability
of remaining undetected. (Or equivalently, the smallest intrinsic intensity it can have before its detection probability falls below a
certain threshold.) This definition differs from the concept of the parameter confidence bounds that are in common usage and are
statistically well understood. This similarity of nomenclature has led to a confusing literature trail.

Upper limits can be placed in either counts space (signifying the minimum number of counts necessary for a detection), orin
flux space (measuring the intrinsic intensity of the source). The former is identical to the detection threshold, but thelatter is the
physically more meaningful value. Here, we describe the mathematical basis of the flux upper limit in terms of a confidenceinterval.
As constructed, upper limits are (i) based on well-defined principles that are neither arbitrary nor subjective, (ii) dependent only on
the method of detection, (iii) not dependent on prior or outside knowledge about the source intensity, (iv) correspondsto precise
probability statements, and are (v) internally self-consistent in that all values of the intensity below the limit are not detectable at
the specified significance, and vice versa.

We first set out theNOTATION used, and then describe the more familiarCONFIDENCE INTERVAL (CI). We then set out different
ways that anUPPER LIMIT may be defined, as instances of the CI, and then develop an explicit description in the Poisson counts
context based onstatistical Power. We illustrate the concepts with examples drawn from thelow-counts Poisson countsregime. For
a real world application, see Aldcroft et al. (#04.02 Robust Source Detection Limits for Chandra Observations, this conference).

POISSON CASE: SIMPLE POWER BASED METHOD

Consider the observed counts,nS � Poisson( S + B). Suppose that S = 0, and lett� be the
smallest number of counts such that

Pr(nS � t�j B)� �
If nS > t�, we conclude that S > 0 and the source is detected.

If nS � t�, the source is not detected and we can compute Pr(nS > t�j S + B) as a function of S

Let �
S be the value of S such that

Pr(nS � t�j �
S + B) = �

Note that �
S doesnot depend on the observed countsnS; we only use the fact thatnS � t�

Then, for  S >  �
S , we are likely to detect the source with probability� and conclude that S > 0. Thus, when there is no detection, we can set this to be the upper limit:U2(�) =  �

S

Example: Suppose B = 2, and the 95% detection threshold ist� = 5 counts. Thus, we would
conclude that a source is detected if we observe more than 5 events. This is the detection threshold
with false positive probability (Type I error) of� 5%; seeFigure 1. The power of the test, which
describes the probability of false negatives (Type II error) defines the upper limit. For a 5% proba-
bility of a false negative, we have a 95% or greater chance of detecting a source with S � 8:55 (see
Figure 2 andFigure 3. If we observe (say) 3 counts, we cannot conclude that a source has been
detected, and thusU2(0:95) = 8:55. Note that the upper limit is unchangedfor any observation
that has fewer then 5 counts.

Figure 3: Detection probability (aka statistical power) as a function of source model intensity S for  B = 2, calculated for various
detection significances� = 0:143;0:053;0:017;0:005;0:001, correspondings to detection thresholdst� = 3;4;5;6;7 respectively.
The top plot shows the power curves, which are akin to those inFigure 2. The second plot showsU2(0:5), which are traditionally
the numbers used by astronomers. The third plot showsU2(0:95), as inFigure 2, and the last plot showsU2(0:997), corresponding
to nominal Gaussian-equivalent 3�,

APPENDIX: X-ray Aperture Photometry
A major consequence of the calculations we have done above isthat detection-based upper limits are not the same as

parameter confidence ranges. This is from the manner in which the upper limits are defined,generally without reference to the
source counts. Here, we explicitly compute the posterior probability density of the source intensity; this calculation is presented as
a contrast to the upper limits calculation.

SupposenS counts are observed in an “source” aperture of areaAS andnB counts are observed in a “background” aperture of
areaAB. Further suppose that the source aperture encloses a fraction f of a PSF centered inAS and spills over by a fractiong over
the background aperture. Note that these areas need not be circular, concentric, or even contiguous.

The observed counts are generated via a Poisson process, i.e.,

nS � Poisson(�S) � Poisson(f �S + �B)

nB � Poisson(�B) � Poisson(g�S + r�B) ;
where�S;�B are the Poisson intensities that lead to the observations inthe source and background apertures respectively,�S is the
intensity of the source, and�B is the intensity of the background normalized to the area of the source aperture, andr = AB

AS
is the

ratio of the background and source apertures.
In the high counts regime, we can approximate�S and�B by their MLE values, and thus write

nS = f �S + �B

nB = g�S + r�B

which leads to the solution �S =
rnS − nB

r f − g
; �2(�S) =

r2nS + nB

(r f − g)2�B =
f nB − gnS

r f − g
; �2(�B) =

f 2nB + g2nS

(r f − g)2
:

In the low counts regime, we should use the Poisson likelihood, and noticing that the variable pairs (�S;�B) and (�S;�B) are
linear transforms of each other, i.e.,

p(�S�BjnSnB)d�Sd�B = p(�S�BjnSnB)J(�S;�B;�S;�B)d�Sd�B = p(�S�BjnSnB)(r f − g)d�Sd�B ;
and adopting-function priorsp(�S) = (�S;�S;�S) andp(�B) = (�B;�B;�B), and marginalizing over�B, we obtain

p(�SjnSnB)d�S = d�S

Z 1
0

d�B p(�S�BjnSnB)� d�S (r f − g)
(1+�S)nS+�S (1+�B)nB+�B�(nS +�S)�(nB +�B)

�
NX

k=0

MX
j=0

( f k g j rM− j �k+ j
S e−�S ( f +g+ f�S +g�B)��(N + 1)�(M + 1)�(N + M − k − j + 1)�(k + 1)�(N − k + 1)�( j + 1)�(M − j + 1)(1+ r +�S + r�B)N+M−k− j+1

) :
For non-informative priors�S;�B = 1 and�S;�B = 0, and when there is no overlap with the background aprture (g = 0), only

the j = 0 term remains from the summation:

p(�SjnSnB)d�S = d�S
1�(nS + 1)�(nB + 1)

�
CX

k=0

( f k+1 rB+1 �k
S e−�S f ��(C + 1)�(B + 1)�(C + B − k + 1)�(k + 1)�(C − k + 1)�(B + 1)(1+ r)C+B−k+1

) :
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What is an Upper Limit?

UPPER LIMIT: DEFINITIONS
A test statisticT that increases stochastically with�S indicates a source at a suitably large valueT > t�. Thus,t� is thedetection threshold. We limit the probability of false detections (Type I

error) by choosingt� such that

Pr(T � t�j�B;�S = 0)� 1−� :
In the event that we do not detect a source, we can define an upper limit to its intrinsic intensity in
the following, increasingly sophisticated, ways:

1. whenT can be used estimate�S with f (T ), the upper limit can be set to be the detection limit:U1 = f (t�)
Note that the upper limits in counts space and flux space coincide for U1 when f (T ) is an
identity function, which is thus best interpreted simply asa detection limit. There may be a
significant chance that sources with intrinsic intensity larger thanU1 may still remain unde-
tected, and we therefore consider a more flexible definition below.

2. more directly, the smallest�S such that Pr(T > t�j�B;�S) � � can be set to be the upper limitU2(�)
Thus, if� � 1, U2(�) represents a source that is unlikely to be undetected, and we can con-
clude that an undetected source is unlikely to to have intensity greater thanU2(�). Note
that if we make the reasonable assumption thatT is stochastically increasing in�S, i.e.,
Pr(T � t�j�S;�B) decreases as�S increases, and if the sampling distributionp(T j�S;�B) is
continuous and has a median equal to�S, thenU1 � U2(0:5).

3. conditioning on the data rather than the source intensities, we can compute the smallest value
of  S such that Pr(�S <  SjT � t�) = �, giving us a third way to estimate the upper limit:U3(�)
This is of use when populations of sources are considered. For instance, when dimmer sources
are more common than brighter sources, a lack of detection must perforce compound the
evidence that the source is weak, and thus a coherent upper limit will be somewhat lower
thanU2(�). We do not considerU3(�) here, but only deal withU2(�) in detail.

ExamplesT � S
N : The Signal-to-Noise ratio was the primary statistic used for detecting sources in high-
energy astrophysics (e.g.,celldetect) before the advent of maximum-likelihood and
wavelet methods. Typically,SN = 3 was used, corresponding to� = 0:003.T �  B�W : Wavelet-based detection methods such aswavdetect compute the correlation of a
data image B with a wavelet functionW and calibrate the detection threshold via simulations
and numerically tabulate B�W as a function of�. For a1024x1024-pixel image,�� 10−6

to ensure no more than one false detection.T � nS: A simple measure of the test statisticT is simply the number of counts observed, with
a specific number of counts accepted as the detection threshold (e.g.,t� = 5 events; seeFig-
ure 1).
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